
Pewee Valley Historical Society Meeting
August 12, 2019

The meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m.  With the objective to assimilate newly acquired items
Into the museum, members Donna Russell, Jana Brizendine, Pat Palmer and Anne Pohl-Kyser held forth
on both specific and general discussions.

In regards to Proposed Calendar, Donna noted that multiple churches will be included.

Donna also introduced privately printed 80 plus photos recently acquired that show cased many historic
properties and persons of historical nature in Pewee’s beginnings.

PLEASE SEE ATTACHED LEGENDS FOR THE FOLLOWING:

 D Wall/Town Council Room: the arrangement received accolades from all attendees.

 An antique clock (Herdt Motor Company) was discussed as to placement in T.C.R/ Wall A. 
Repairs will be required.

 Also, several Kate Mathews photos will need placement; among which are: Jesse Joy at 
Clovercroft, Mary Johnston posed as an angel, and Little Dutch Girl reproduction of Kate 
Mathews. There are additional ones to be considered as well.

 Spanish Movie posters donated by Susan Sue Lyon McDaniel (Lil Colonel impersonator) should 
be placed on A Wall in Community Room (C.R.).

 The large Map will go to left back corner of D Wall (C.R.).

 Annie Fellows Johnston sign to be placed on D Wall (C.R.), and her additional collection to be 
attractively displayed between D Wall windows. U.V. Blocking film is needed ASAP for the two 
windows.

 The map in the kitchen to possibly be moved to B Wall to left of wooden steps in Museum 
Original Bay (M/OB). 



 First Responders will require a HEADER sign; another responder (policeman) is in process of 
being made available; to be placed on B Wall (M/OB). Separate signage for each department.

 Signs for the Post Office, Centennial, Bicentennial, (Sesquicentennial?) should be placed on 
wall above cases in (M/OB) also, Wall B would be a nice placement for the “Old Mill” picture, 
and possibly some additional maps in this room.  

 Signs on E Wall should be “rehung” to offer space for additional signs and maps.

 The wonderful Herdt Motor sign ‘s placement will be finalized soon.

 Donna’s suggestion to possibly mount certain other maps to bottom glass of overhead door 
was another possibility.

 The approximately 35 historic homes and properties would exhibit well on the wall above the 
counter in Community Room (CR).

 Presently discussion is being held to determine the best location for the trains; both the 
lanterns and trains will be in Museum.

 Questions arose, re: small “identifying markers” (name submitted per Ann), will be considered 
for future reframing.

 Persistent and serious consideration for additional exterior signage for: Town Hall, Historic 
Properties, Museum Name, Caboose, Mail Drop Edifice, (among others) must be considered. 
The Town Council must approve the signage.

Donna presented an excellent suggestion to seek local monies for additional future financial needs; it
was welcomed by all. (in the past contributors have been Brown-Foreman and McMahan).

Meeting was adjourned at 8:10 PM.

Respectively submitted,
Jana Brizendine



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      


